
Argumentation and multi-agent decision makingSimon Parsons and Nick R. JenningsDepartment of Electronic Engineering,Queen Mary and West�eld College,University of London,London E1 4NS,United Kingdom.fS.D.Parsons,N.R.Jenningsg@qmw.ac.ukAbstractThis paper summarises our on-going work on mixed-initiative decision making which extends both classicaldecision theory and a symbolic theory of decision mak-ing based on argumentation to a multi-agent domain.IntroductionOne focus of our work at Queen Mary and West-�eld College is the development of multi-agent systemswhich deal with real world problems, an example be-ing the diagnosis of faults in electricity distributionnetworks (Jennings et al. 1996). These systems aremixed-initiative in the sense that they depend uponinteractions between agents|no single agent has su�-cient skills or resources to carry out the tasks which themulti-agent system as a whole is faced with. Becausethe systems are built to operate in the real world, theagents are forced to deal with the usual problems of in-complete and uncertain information, and increasinglywe are turning to the use of techniques from decisiontheory, both classical and non-standard, in order toensure that our agents make sound decisions.This position paper briey describes three lines ofinvestigation within our programme which can bethought of as research into mixed-initiative, multi-agent decision making in the sense described above.These are:� Agents as lone decision makers. Any autonomousagent in an uncertain world is a resource boundedentity which must make decisions under uncer-tainty. Belief/Desire/Intention (BDI) models havebeen proposed as a mechanism for building suchagents but they lack a �ne-grained representation ofuncertainty. We are seeking to extend BDI modelswith more sophisticated models of uncertainty.� Socially aware agents. Building agents which makeuse of classical decision theory leads to groups ofsel�sh utility maximisers. Since it appears that, in

certain circumstances, societies of agents may bene-�t from more altruistic agents, we are investigatingways of making agents more socially aware withinthe context of classical decision theory.� Agents as information sharers. In order for groupsof agents which do not have perfect information toreach joint decisions, they need to share information.We are investigating how this may be done throughdialogue between agents, and how dialogues may beguided by the use of argumentation, a mechanismwhich also provides a symbolic model for agent de-cision making.In the remainder of the paper we consider each of thesethree areas in (slightly) more detail along with theirrelation to mixed-initiative decision making and workon agents in general, and also mention some relatedwork in which we are involved.Lone decision makersAutonomous agents need a mechanism of making de-cisions about what to do. A popular way of achievingthis is to ascribe agents mental attitudes, and to talkabout their beliefs (what they believe), their desires(what they want) and their intentions (what they try tobring about). The resultant agent models are known asBelief/Desire/Intention, or BDI, models. The beliefs,desires and intentions can then be used to generateplans of action (Bratman, Israel, & Pollack 1988).There have been a number of attempts to de�ne log-ical frameworks which capture these ideas (for instancethat in (Cohen & Levesque 1990)). Perhaps the bestknown is that proposed by Rao and George� (1991b)which models belief, desire and intention as modal-ities and gives them a semantics in terms of possibleworlds. Whilst this is theoretically appealing, from ourperspective it su�ers from two drawbacks. The �rst ofthese is that there is no clear link between the modeland its implementation in systems such as dMars (In-grand, George�, & Rao 1992). The second is that



despite the relation between the model and decisiontheory (Rao & George� 1991a) the model uses a verycoarse model of uncertainty (in which everything thathas a non-zero probability is regarded as \possible" inthe modal logic sense).We have started to solve these two problems. Wedeal with the �rst by building agents as multi-contextsystems (Giunchiglia & Sera�ni 1994), with separatecontexts for beliefs, desires, and intentions (Parsons,Sierra, & Jennings 1998). This approach allows theBDI speci�cation of agents to be directly executed asa set of concurrent theorem provers. We deal with thesecond problem by associating degrees of belief (Par-sons & Giorgini 1997) with individual logical formu-lae. At present we do this using Dempster-Shafer the-ory, but the argumentation framework (Fox, Krause,& Ambler 1992; Krause et al. 1995) we use to handlethe degrees of belief is su�ciently general to allow forother representations of uncertainty as well, includingprobability and possibility theories.This work can therefore be seen as an attempt totake a way of describing single autonomous agents, us-ing this as a means of building such agents, and ex-tending such agents to take advantage of existing workon decision making under uncertainty.Social agentsTaking an agent-oriented perspective, classical decisionmaking can be seen as a model for building agentswhich are utility maximisers. Such an approach al-lows us to build rational single agent systems, but, asCastelfranchi (1990) argues, such a view of rational-ity lacks a social dimension|an agent in a multi-agentcommunity may well do better if it takes into accountnot only its own utility, but also the utilities of otheragents in its community since (i) the agent derives somebene�t from the improved performance of the commu-nity as a whole, and (ii) if a given agent helps out otheragents when it is free and those other agents then re-turn the favour, that individual agent will be able tocomplete its own tasks more e�ciently. We have ex-perimentally demonstrated an example of this kind of\social bene�t" (Kalenka & Jennings 1997).To capture this kind of rationality we have (Hogg& Jennings 1997) extended the classical decision mak-ing model to include the social utility of actions|theutility to other agents in the community|as well as in-dividual utility. The validity of this model is currentlybeing tested experimentally using a multi-agent exten-sion of the Phoenix �re-�ghting simulation (Cohen etal. 1989). This work can therefore be seen as providinga mixed-initiative extension to classical decision mak-ing in the sense that decisions are inuenced by the

e�ect they will have on other agents. However, the de-cisions are still made by single agents, so the mixtureof initiatives is implicit in the social utility rather thanbeing explicit in the sense that the decision is made byagents in concert.Agents which share informationTo move towards agents which engage in truly mixed-initiative decision-making, we need to be able to buildagents which exchange information, and, in particu-lar, information which leads them to reach decisionswhich are mutually satisfying. In agent terminology,this process is negotiation.Our �rst attempt to de�ne such agents (Parsons &Jennings 1996) involved agents making proposals forjoint action and sharing information by passing argu-ments in support of those proposals. In this model,the shared information and the relationship betweenconicting arguments allows the agents to re�ne theirproposals until they are acceptable to all the agentsinvolved and the community as a whole can decide toadopt them. This work was then extended by de�ninga minimal framework for supporting the negotiation(Sierra et al. 1997) (which is now being implemented),and by setting it in the framework of multi-contextsystems (Parsons, Sierra, & Jennings 1998).As mentioned above, one of the advantages of themulti-context approach is that it makes it possible todirectly execute agent models, so this work, in prin-ciple, gives us a means of building multi-agent sys-tems which engage in mixed-initiative decision mak-ing, though the decision theory is the symbolic theoryof argumentation rather than classical decision theory.Future workAt the present time, our work on lone agents and infor-mation sharing agents relies on a non-standard theoryof decision making (based on the use of argumentation)rather than on classical decision theory. One of our in-tentions for the future is to extend both lines of worktowards the use of classical decision theory in order tobuild agents which are \normative" in the probabilisticsense (indeed, we have already established the condi-tions under which argumentation itself is normativein this sense (Parsons 1997)). However, we are waryof the naive application of decision theory, bearing inmind that the reason BDI models were initially pro-posed (Bratman, Israel, & Pollack 1988) was becauseit was felt that the resource bound on agents precludedits use. We are therefore looking at the use of quali-tative approaches to decision making, including boththe extension of argumentation to incorporate argu-ments about actions and values (Fox & Parsons 1997)
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